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It is shown that the Kostka numbers respect a natural partial order (reverse 
domination) on the integer partitions. It is then proved that the number of Polya 
patterns with a given weight also respects this order. Immediate consequences 
include the unimodality of the number of graphs with n vertices and k edges and 
the unimodality of the coefftcients of the expansion of the Gaussian coefftcient 
I”.‘“l. 
In a letter to Richard Stanley, James [2] presented a group-theoretic proof 
of the unimodality of the coefficients in the expansion of [ “:“I. 
Professor Adrian0 Garsia recognized the possibility of a Pblya-theoretic 
interpretation of this proof and suggested this line of investigation to the 
author. In pursuing these questions we were led to the fundamental fact that 
the number of Polya patterns with a given Pblya weight respects the 
(reverse) domination partial order on the integer partitions defined by the 
weights. This result follows from the fact that the Kostka numbers respect 
this partial order. 
In Section I, some basic results involving tableaux and Kostka numbers 
are presented. In Section II a proof of the monotonicity of the Kostka 
numbers is presented, while in Section III the monotonicity of the Polya 
patterns is proved. In Section IV unimodality is discussed. 
I. TABLEAUX AND KOSTKA NUMBERS 
Suppose Iz = (A,, 1, ,...) is an integer partition of n, 1, ) 1, > ... . 
Associated with L is a Fevers diagram, or A-diagram. Let [A] denote the set 
of cells in the I-diagram. The function f E [m][“l is column strict in A iff 
when the image off is inserted into the L-diagram, the entries increase down 
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columns and do not decrease across rows. The resulting object is called a 
column strict tableau. Figure 1 gives the Ferrers diagram for 1= (5, 3, 2) and 
an example of a column strict tableau. 
Let p= @-i, P; ,.,.) be a composition of n, i.e., p, + P; + . = n. Let p” = 
(~7; , pi,...) be another composition of n which can be obtained from p by a 
reordering. We say p” N p. It is clear that - defines an equivalence relation 
between compositions of n. Each equivalence class can be characterized by a 
unique integer partition of n, p = @i , pZ ,...) with pi > p2 . . . . 
Let ZAP= {SE [ml’“’ ]f is column strict in A and the image off has P, 
l’s, P; 2’s,...}. Figure 2 lists four such tableaux when 1= (5, 3, 2) and 
p= (2,4, 1, 3). 
1 1 2 2 2 
EfF 2 3 4 4 4 f$pppyifrp 
FIGURE 2 
1 1 2 3 4 w 2 2 4 4 4 
FIGURE 1 
Let K,, = ].X& be called the Kostka number. Note that this notation 
(instead of K,,-) is permitted because of the following lemma. 
1. LEMMA. If P-p, then (&,I = I&,-I. 
Proof: A combinatorial proof of this is given in [3]. 
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II. MONOTONICITY OF THE KOSTKA NUMBERS 
Define a partial order (called domination) on the set of integer partitions 
of n: if p=@i,p2 ,...) and o=(o,,o~ ,...) with pi >p2> ... and 
w1>02>/..., then 
Paa iff i pl > 5 w, for all k. 
i=l i=l 
2. THEOREM. If p > co then for all 1, K,, < K,,. 
Pro& We give two proof-ne algebraic, the other combinatorial. 
Algebraic proof: The Kostka number, Klp, is interpreted algebraically 
(see [5]) as the number of occurrences of the irreducible character of S, 
associated with 1 in the inducement of the trivial representation of 
s,,xs,,x-~ to S,. The theorem then follows from the main theorem in 
PI. 
Combinatorial proof: It suffices to prove the result when p covers w. 
Observe that p covers o only if w  and p differ only at two positions, i and j, 
i< j, and p,= w, + 1, pj = w, - 1 and oi > w,. (A proof of this may be 
found in [4]..) 
Note that Pi may be 0. Now construct ji- p and 6 - o by permuting the 
entries of p and o in exactly the same way so that the ith and jth entries are 
at the start of G and p: Thus, 
p;=pi=o,+ 1=f&+ 1, 
p;=pj=wj- l=&- 1. 
(Note that P; may be zero.) 
Thus, if p = (6,4,3, ,3,2,2,2, 1, 1) and w  = (6,4, 3,2,2,2, 2,2, 1) a 
possible choice for ir and 8 would be 
p= (3, 1,6,4,3,2,2,2, l), 
G=(2,2,6,4,3,2,2,2,1). 
Our object is to construct an injection (o:X&+X~~. By Lemma 1, this 
will prove K,, Q K,,. 
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Suppose f E XA,. Let A, be the diagram which contains only the l’s and 
2’s and A/,?, the diagram obtained by removing the l’s and 2’s from J Let 
[,$,I and [A/&] denote the cells of these diagrams. Let 
P(fl w,,) = fl,n,*,I~ 
i.e., u, leaves the entries in A/& fixed. 
Let g=fl,,,, i.e., the rest off. Note that g has no more than two rows 
and is pictured in Fig. 3. 
1 1 Ea 2 2 . . q 2 
FIGURE 3 
Since d& > Q2, p, > P; + 1. Thus, in Fig. 3, t > 0 so that there is at least 
one cell in g which has a 1 in it and no cell below it. Let c* be the rightmost 
such cell. Let g* be obtained from g by changing the entry in c* from 1 
to 2. 
The resulting tableau remains column strict, has tii I’s and W2 2’s, and 
has the same shape. Define 
u, is injective, for if f,, fi E SAP, f, # f2, then either A,, # & or A,, = A.11 
but fi IW,,] f fi I[A,A,$ In either case, (p(f,) # p(f2). (Third case: A,, = A,, , 
f, lrn,n,,j = fz Iw,~, but fi IIA,~I # $2 lr~,~, cannot occur since there is only one 
two-row tableau with p, l’s and p2 2's.) 
This construction is now illustrated with an example. Suppose 
A= (6,5,2), p= (5,3,2,2, 1) and w= (4,4,2,2, 1). Let p= (5, 3,2,2, 1) 
and CG = (4,4,2,2, 1). Figure 4 gives an example of an f E XA;;, with the 
corresponding f I IA,l and f ]IA,A,l (with c* noted). 
111112 
EF 2 2 3 4 5 3 4 
f f I1111 
FIGURE 4 
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Figure 5 shows the final construction of (p. 
FIGURE 5 
III. MONOTONICITY OF THE P~LYA PATTERNS 
Let G be a permutation group acting on D, (01 = n. Then G acts on the 
set of functions RD, R = {l,..., n~},asfollows:ifaED,fER~,andaEG, 
then (of)(a) = f(o-‘a). This action is called the PdZyu action. Let A be a 
system of orbit representatives from this action. The Pdlya weight is Wdf) = 
I-I OED x,(=, where xI,...,xm are indeterminants. Let s1 = xi + e.. + xf, and for 
partitionp=@,,p,,..,),p,~p,~...,lets,=s,,.s,,..... 
3. THEOREM (Polya [6]). 
where type(a) is the partition of n induced by the cycles of 6. 
Let P = @-I, p; ,..., P,,,) b e a composition of n. Let A,= {f E A 1 W(f) = 
ti?$ ... xp}. Note that if p--p’, /A,-1 = IA,,). Thus, let 8, = lAbI. 
4. THEOREM. Zfp)w then S,,<S,. 
Proof: Let x, = CaWO X~Y? . . . x?. Rewrite the left-hand side of 
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Rewrite the right-hand side as 
where C, is the set of all permutations of D of type ,u. 
It is well known [5, lo] that s, = CAxx;l{A}, where {A} is the Schur 
function and xi is the irreducible character of S, associated with L evaluated 
at the conjugate class p. It is also well known that {A} = C, KApx, [5, lo]. 
Substituting these expressions into (2) gives 
Equating coefficients of x, in (1) and (3) gives 
But 
If S, acts on the left cosets of G by left multiplication, the resulting action 
is a permutation representation of S,. The character of this representation at 
an element of S, of type p is easily seen to be n! 1 C, n Cl/ GI 1 C, 1 (see 
[lo]). Thus, (4) counts the number of occurrences n,(G) of the irreducible 
representation A in this representation and is therefore a non-negative integer. 
Then, if p > o, 
= c n,(GW,, -K,I,) 2 0 
by Theorem 2. 
IV. UNIMODALITY 
Theorem 4 states that the number of Polya patterns respects the (reverse) 
domination partial order on partitions. When the partitions have no more 
than two parts, this becomes a statement about unimodality. 
Let A, = Ack,n-kj and 6, = lAkj for k = 0, l,..., n. 
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5. COROLLARY. 
Ifk< 5 then&<&+,. [I 
That is, {6,} is a unimodal sequence. 
Proof. If k < [n/2], then 6, = ldkl = IL&+~)( = L$n-k+kj and Bk+, = 
l~,+,l=l~~~+~,,-~-,,l=~,_x~~,,+r,. But (n-kW(n-k-4k+ 1) 
so by Theorem 4 6 (n k 1,ktl) 0 (n-k.k)’ _ _ 
If k> [n/2], then Bk=Idkl=ld~k,n-k~l=B~k,n-k) ad 6k+l= 
IA (ktL.n-k-l)l=8~ktL,n-k-l) So by Theorem49 a(ktl,n-k--lb <S(k,n-kjm 
If R = (0, l}, then 6, = {f E A If has k O’s in its image}. Corollary 5 
states that this sequence is unimodal. 
6. EXAMPLE. The number of unlabeled graphs (undirected, directed, with 
or without loops) with n vertices and k edges is a unimodal sequence in k. 
7. EXAMPLE. The Gaussian coefficient [ “,‘“I can be written 
m+n [ 1 
mtn 
m = & p(m, n, k) qk9 
where p(m, n, k) counts the number of partitions of k into m or fewer parts 
each with size <n [ 11. For fixed m and n,. this sequence is unimodal. (See 
Stanley [9] and Schur [7] for other proofs.) These partitions are a system of 
orbit representatives from the P6lya action of S,[S,] (the Kranz product) 
on RD where R = {0, 1) and D is an m X n rectangle. 
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